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there remain the three powers which rule the spmtuallife of the
Protestant, viz. the Gospel, the Church and Science, all enjoying
full honor, and whose conflict in respect to the ascension seems
to be removed.

ARTICLE VIII.
THEOLOGICAL ENCYCLOP.U:DIA AND METHODOLOGY.
TrauIaIed from the ullpublWled LeetuNII of Prof'. TboIuek of R.n., by Ed..... A. I'wk..
TKANSLATOas PUPACE.

THE following lectures were delivered at the University of
Halle during the winter semester of 1842, 3, and have probably
been repeated in substance during the present winter. An extended copy of them was taken by OBe of the author's friends,
diligently compared with other copies that had been written in
preceding years, and was recently forwarded to this countzy for
publication. ~£ Tholuck had previously given his consent to
the translator, that these lectures, thus carefully copied and collated, should be published in the English language, although ~ey
have never been printed in the German. One object in presenting them to our readers is, to give a comprehensive, and at the
same time a particular view of not merely the course, but also the
spirit of theological study, as it is pursued iu the German Universities. The system there adopted is well known to be in some
respects, far more scientific and extensive than that adopted ill
other lands. Another object is, to remind the reader of the connection which subsists between the several bmnches of theological science Ilnd their auxiliary studies,-a connection which is
often forgotten by theologians, and the neglect of which is naught
with evil. A third object is, to suggest the names and the character of various works, which are of prominent importance in
theological litemture, and with regard to which the opinions of
Pro£ ThOlllCk will be thought worthy of deference. For the
benefit of such as may wish to procure the volumes, their titles
are Biven in tlle language in which the books are written, and are
also given in English for the satisfaction of those who are not
fiuniliar with the GennUL The Encyclopaedia of PIO£ Tholuck
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is seleeted for publication, in preference to similar works published by other theologians, partly because it is more recent than
theirs, and therefore its bibliography is extended to a later day;
partly because it is more interesting to an evangelical divine, and,
if inferior to some Encyclopaedias in respect of rigidly scientific
arrangement, it is, perhaps, superior to any yet published in ita
animating inlluence upon an evangelical and christian scholar.
The lectures are divided into two parts, which, though treated
separately in respect of fonn, have yet 80 intimate a connection in
respect of substance, 88 to require frequent references from the
one to the other. The first part treats of the general principles
which lie at the foundation of theological science, the studies prepuatory and auxiliary to it, the best modes of discipline in the
acquisition of it, etc. The second part has more distinctive reference to the specific bnmehes of theology proper, and will be preBented to the public in a future number of the Revie~.

PART I.
METHODOLOGICAL PRELIMINARIES IN REFEJtBNCB TO THE VARIOUS
DEPARTMENTS OF THEOLOGY.

The science of Hodegetics1 is that which introduces the pupil
into his academical studies. It must be inquired, first, whether it
be desirable to pursue a course of education at a public Seminary;
secondly, whether the organization of the Gennan Universities be
preferable to that of other literary institutions; and fhirdly, whethThfI German word Hodeptik, ftom the Greek ~uuJr, OJ' rather ~or
denoR. that .,.tem of ruin which will direct the pupil into the right
IMthod of.tudy. Another name for thisacience i., Methodologie or Methodik,
(Methodology), from the Greek,
It ia &lao called Proplldeutik.
(PropaedeUtiCI), from 'lrfd and 'lrlUbVw, 71tikl and apin l.agogik, (I_gop)
ftom
and I".. .. The Hodegetici of academical study is," _YI Scheidler,
.. the summary "iew of the ftand~ntal ide.., principln, and maxim. or ruin
which pertain to the IDOIt Bucceaful mode of pl'ORCuting study; this abltract
of the main idea. being arranged in a lICientific form and conltituting an orpnized whole, a .y.tem. 'naia lICience il a guide to the student in hi. llcadr.mi·
cal COUnle, ahow. him the right method of attaining bi. object, and wam. him
against the circuitoul and wrong methods "I.ioh he might be temptrd to pur·
sue." Bee ScheHller'. Gmndlinien der Hodegetik, 8. 3, 4. The dift'ereaoe
between thl' Hodl'geticl alld the Encyclopaedia of Tbeology i., that the former
bu regard to the peraonu quali&cationB of the student, hit! method. of study,
hiB preparatory belpa, etc.; where.. the latRr haa regard to the atate, the vanQUa department. and Iyatema of the acience itlelf.-Ta.
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er the acroimatic style of lecture, (that of the teacher's continuous address ez cotlredra), be better than any other form of instruction.
'
Fitst, as to the worth of a public education. It may be thought,
that 88 we have sttch valuaJ>le published books, an industrioll8
perusal of them in priyate will accomplish all the purposes of a
university·course. • So thought many .. Philanthropists" of the preceding century; as Salzmann, author of Carl of Carlsberg. But we
ought to consider, first the great advantages which redound to
young men, from their striving in sympathy with one another after excellence. These advantages are the greater, where there
are large universities, in wbich men from diJferent parts of the
world are brought into contacl We must consider, secondly, that
in many particulars our books are deficiellt for the private scholar.
They were written for the community in general, not for youthful
students in particular. But lectures should be adapted not to men
in general, but to students; and not to students in general, but to
the members of the particular seminary where the lectures are
delivered. The means for the education should be fitted precisely
to the individuals to be educated. We should consider, thirdly,
that there is a peculiar power in the living voice of the lecturer.
The teacher should impart such truths as he has made good in his
own thought and life; he should indicate the eJfect which has
been produced upon his own mind by the subjects he discllsses.
His own individual impressions are blended in their infll1ence
with the truth itsel£ We must consider, fourthly, that the teacher
should labor \vith the pupil, sympathize with him, not merely
communicate scientific truth, but stand by his side to advise him.
The instructor, therefore, should not remain a stranger to the
events and influences of the passing day, but by familiarity with
these, should be able to enter into the excitements of the pupil's
mind. The student, therefore, ought to give especial heed to the
lectures which are delivered, and from which he may expect to
receive a qtuckening impulse to his own mind.
Secondly, we were to consider the organization of the Gennan
universities, as compared with that of other literary institl1tions.
The peculiarity of these universities is the degree of independence
which they allow the student, in respect of his studies and his
condl1cl In the English universities, there is a continued supervision over the pupil's demeanor and literary progres3. It is said,
that the want of sl1ch sllpervision is the source of great evil,
since the student, when left to himself, often pursues a wrong
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method of study, and also falls into immoral habits. But it is im·
possible to attain a we selt\govemment and power of independeDt action without inOUJ'riQg the danger of false stepa; and that
only is the true property of a man, which himself has made such
by his own. effort. Meanwhile it may be true, that the grossest
bms of evil are prevented by an anangement; which unites certain featurea of the English with certain of the German organization; as has beeD done in the Theological Seminary at TiibiDgen.l
Thirdly. let us speak of the mode of continuous lecture purned in the German universities. Would it not be preferable to
adopt the form of question and answer? Theremin replies in the
affirmative. But this dialogical method can be pursued only in
very few sciences. In the majority of studies the materials must
be given by the teacher. He has often, moreover, too many hearers to allow the introduction of the Socratic form. The free lecture is the most exciting and the most beneficial. If the thought
of the teacher first occurs to him and develops itself during his
address to his pupils, then Bl"e their minds aroused to activity. and
their power of thinking for themselves is increased. The free
lecture, then, is conducive to the mental discipline of the student.
If, however, he simply hear it, without writing what he hears, he
I It.bu oReD beeD oouidered a matter of wonder, that under nch de.potlo
pernmeD" a thu.e of GerJDaDY, there should pieYail .0 deep aD attachmeD\
to fieedom, or a_me would .ymwl_neu, in the nniyenritY-GolU'lle. Conm.int is regarded a the greatellt of nit. in the education of yoath, who haYe
111ft the rymnaia. The anivenity ialooked apou a the place for aelf-eduoatioD•
.. where .very IIludeDt shall ataDd a mach as poIIIIible on his own feet, where
the iDdiyiduaiity of each .all be respeeted, and where, iD the words ofLe_inr.
all treea ..... 1 DOt be fbroed to flOW aader the lame bark," where the Y0aDI
.... ahall be left to hiB own gaidaDce, .0 that he may learn to respect, aDd
pern, aDd depend upon himaelf; where he may acqaire energy of character
ill directinr hiB own 6ee impalaea to Yirtae; and where, if he misuae bis liberly. be _y y.llevn, by a aad experience, one phais of maD·a prerogative, that
or heiDr his OWD mater. "This fftedom," .ya Fichte, .. i. the breath of the
llDivenity; the mom atmosphere in which all i.. fruita eXpaDd moat cheering.
and _
to ripe_." The object of education i. Aid to be, not the acea·
_lation of idea, but the awakf'nin, of a lICientl6c spirit. This enkindling of
tile _I is pronounced an impoesibility under any coercive system. "He who
... born a freeman etI1JDOt learn a acieDce, when he is constrained u a slave,"
A,. Plato; aDd it is aD oft..quoted remark of Jean Paal's: "the freedom of the
man mllllt grow out of the freedom of the yoath; a BludeDt bewed down under
_ _ raiDt CaD be nothin, better than a maptrate creeping ••, all.. tIiereIa."
ODe of the abIea Hyoeates of the exemption of ataden.. from lfogal restraint is
Scbleiermacher, in his Gedulten ober UniYenilAten in denbichen 8inn. Bee
Bcbeidler'. Grund. dar Hoder. 8.183-101. - Ta.
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will soon forget what he haa learned. He may gain some degree
of mental discipline, but he will not retain the specific instructions
which he has received. In order to obviate this evil, and also to
avoid the severe labor of communicating tmth in free speech,
without dependence on a manuscript, many have introduced the
practice of reading their lectures 80 slowly, that every word may
be written down by the pupil. Thia mode of dictating instruction
is said to indicate a disregam for the welfare of printers. (It supersedes the necessity of the teacher's publishing his works.)
The better method is, for the instructor to employ the free, unfettered mode of address, and for the pupil to write down on the
spot as much of the lecture as is possible, and afterwards to mminate upon it. Seldom is real benefit derived from mere and
slight hints in the student's note-book, which are not diligently reexamined and scmtinized.J
I The profel8Ore in the European uniyenitiee were origillally united ill the
planofdeliYeringtheirlecturel in the free ItyIe, in nearly the IllUDe .tyle which
q adopted in the pulpit. But in tbe middle or latter part of the iburteenth century the practice of 1I10w dictation _ introduced ,in Pari., and it continued to
be practi.ed until modem timee, although it hu been often prohibited by law,
It w.. forbidden in Par. . . early .. 1305. In 1389 it w.. forbidden in the High
School at Vienna. At the beginning of the lizleentb centwy it w.. the prevalent mode in the uniYenity at Ingolatadt, but wu aJl.erwarU prohibited by
new ltatUt.!I. The prohibition w.. inefFectual, and wu repealed in 1746About the _ e time it w.. forbidden in WnrzblUg. The Jeauita were the me»t
prominentadYoeatea of the plan, elpecially in Italy. Numeroul'Yilu_fiom
it. Rich young men, in the Italian citiee, .ent their aeryanta to traMcribe the
dictated lectwe., and thUI obtained the honoreofthe uniyereity without haYin«
performed ita reqnired labore. .. Nothing more il wanting," Aid R.iceobini,
.. than that the profellOre aend their aeryanta to dictate, and then will all our
.cholutic duties be performed by lubslitutes." In l~, th. practice of Ilow
readillg for the bene6tofthe note-taken wa•. condemned in Venice, and a fine
of twent].d.ucata w.. impoaed upon every profeaor who should d_prd the
prohibition. It wu however ditm"prcied, and the objectionable mode of teaching _
Dot abandoned, until it became In object of ridicule, and the • paperdoctora,' .. they were called, were inftue-need by a .enae of lhame to adopt a
more intellectual Ityle of addreu. The method of dictation hu been di_Wltenanced in Germany by many able men, .. Diesterweg and 8chleiermacher,
but their oppoaition hal not been altogether aucceaaf'ul. It il difficnlt to lettie'
the will of itJdeo.pendent youth-, who find it mOM convenient to tnn.t'er their
teachen' instruction to their note-boob, than labor to incorporate it with their
own mind.. Beaidel, it mOlt be confe_d that the practice of dictating the
more fundamental part. of a lecture, is attended with advantages which overbalance ita evil.. See Scheidler'. Glundliaien der Hodegetik, B. 298304.-Ta.
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The Introduction to any particular science contains a general
notice of what is included in that science, and of what is required
for its practical application; and by this means gives to every one
who pursues that specific branch of learning, a clear idea of what
he, as an individual, is called to perform. It takes a cursory view
of the science as a whole, states the general outlines of it, and
thus facilitates the apprehension of any particular part of it. It
may be compared to the rapid glance at the general plan and contents of a book, which comprehensive survey is taken by the
reader before he peruses the separate sections. The Introduction develops, moreover, the best method of mastering the various
branches of the science. It is divided into three departments.
The first is the Encyclopaedia, which includes a representation of
the structure of the science, the fitness of its various branches to
the design of it as a whole, and the relative influence and importance of these branches. l The second department of the Introduction to theology is Methodology, which is subjective, whereas
the Encyclopaedia is objective. Methodology unfolds the manner
in which the subject himself, the student, can make himself master of the object, the science, which has been unfolded in the Encyclopaedia. The third department of the Introduction is the account of the Literature of the science; or a statement of the character and merits of the books pertaining to the objects under consideration. This department is properly a branch of the Methodology. It is sometimes called Bibliography.
I Hagt!nbach, in hi. Theological Encyclopaedia, gives the following definition: "By the term theological Encyclopaedia we under.tand, a ,eneAllkeleh
of all the studiel which pt'rtain 10 theolo,icalacience, or are intimately connected with it, and a brief description of the helps for the proaecution of the
acienee. The Encyclopaedia doe. not aim 10 promote superficial study, by
communicating fragmentary yiews of theological .ubjecta; but rather 10 encourage a truly _ientiSc spirit, in oppoeition to a nin empiricism among theologians. Thi. it does by an accurate delineation of the metes &lid bound. of
the acience, .. it stand. related to other aciencea, and .. ita yuioUl bruches
are related 10 each other; also by giying the characteristic markl of eacb di.
tinct dl'partment of theology." p. 1. The word i. derived from the unauthorized Greek word, 'B.,..,IIlo'lrtu,,,/G1 found in Quinct. Instit. 1.10. I, which
eomea from ~ 1fa,'1Ia1 inatroction in a circle, .J~I a complete sy.
tem of inatruction. .. Henee," .ys Hageobacb, "the Encyclopaedia of any
lICience cannot be written antil the acienae itself i. filled up. and rounded 011
into a complete 1)'Ile1D."-EllcJc•• S. 105.
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In the period immediately preceding the Reformation, Erasmus
published a work, called, Ratio veme Theologiae, 1519. This work
was issued in a new edition by Semler in 1782. It is not written
with any strict method, after any definite plan. It contains a great
variety of matter. exhibits a warmth of interest in the subjects
discussed, and its Latin style is excellent. The most important
work which was issued during the period of the Reformation was
from a pupil of Melancthon ;...... Chytriins. (or Kochsaff, Prot or
Theol. in Bostock). De Studio Theologico recte instituendo, Wittenberg, 1590. The chief work which appeared from the Calvinistic Church is, Hyperius, Ratio Studii theologici. 1556. The
school of Spener and Francke, in the seventeenth centnry,labored
with peculiar zeal upon Introductions to Theology. Melancthon
has uttered the following remarkable words: "I am conscious that
I have never discussed theological subjects with any other design
than this-to make myself better." But the Lutheran Theology
of the seventeenth century had entirely forgotten this pmctical
earnestness of the Christian religion. Spetter labored to produce
the felt conviction, that no divine, who is not a pious man. is able
to understand the nature of piety. and obtain the right conception
of theological science. His disciples strove to inculcate the same
principle. in the Introductions which they composed. They did
not. however. adopt the right method for attaining their end.
They introduced practical comments on religion into their scientific treatises on theology j inte1'3persed the hortatory with the dogmatical. and seemed to forget that the science itself, when constructed in a Christian spirit, has a practical and edifying character. The most distinguished books from the school of Spener are,
Spener. De Impedimentis Studii theologici; Francke. Idea Studii
theologici; Joach. Lange. Institutiones Studii theologici j and Buddeus, Isagoge ad Theologiam universam, 1720. The last named
is the most learned work which has appeared from this school
. In the modem Introductions to theology we discover a great
want of an earnest considemtion and a clear, deep insight into the
nature of the Christian doctrine. The learning which these Introductions contain has too exclusive reference to the externals of
theology, and does not stand in a living connection with the spirit
of Christianity. This criticism will apply to the work of Planck.
entitled, Introduction to the Theological Sciences. (Einleit. in die
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Theolog. WisBeDcbaft.en,) in two volumes, 1790. An Abridgement
of Planck's work appeared in 1813, under the title, Ground-plan
of the theological Sciences (Grundriss der Theol. Wissenschaften).
Other works on the subject are Nosselt's Manual for the Education of young Theologians (Handbuch zur Bild. angehend. Theol.),
edited by Niemeyer, 1813 j Staftdlin's Encyclopaedia, Hanover,
1822 j Danz's Encyclopaedia, 1832, which is almost exclusively
confined to the notice of books, and therefore does not correspond
with the object of an Encyclopaedia j Schleiermacher's Brief Exhibition of Theological Studies (Kurze Darst. des theol. Stud.),
1811, which is a sketch containing much solid instruction, but not
easily tmderstood without an acquaintance with Schleiermacher's
peculiar theories. Hagenbo.ch (Prof. in Basle) published an Encyclopaedia. in 1832, which is not without evidences of talent and
spirit, but does not exhibit an accurate or a profound knowledge
of the subjects belonging to the d.i1ferent departments of theology.
It displays also too great a degree of dependence on Schleiermacher. The studies of Hagenbach have not been extensive enough
for the authorship of such a work. Rosenkranz published an Encyclopaedia. of the theological Sciences in 1831 (Ene. der Theo!.
Wissenschaften). lIe adopts the theological peculiarities of Mazheinecke, and Marheinecke is a follower of Hegel RDsenkranz is
in many respects obscure in his statements, and does not exhibit
the requisite maturity of mind ill his conceptions. His Encyclopaedia of theology may be more properly called an Encyclopaedia of the pbysicaland intellectual sciences.
There are other works, connected with this subject, which are
not written in the form of manuals for study, but in a freer style.
Such are the following. Herder's Letters on the Study of Theology (Briefe iiber das Studium der Theologie). This book is
written with great earnestness and talent, and excites the mind
in an especial manner to the study of the Old Testament It is,
however, in part devoted to questions and topics which have no
particular interest for our time.-So.ck's addresses to the young on
the worth and attractions of Theology, ( Werth und Reiz der
Theologie), published in 1814, are beautifully written, but are not
comprehensive, and their contents are, on that account, of insufficient value. The form of addresses is very appropriate.Uuger published in 1834. addresses to the future Clergy, (Reden
an Kunft. Geistlichen). which are adapted to awaken an interest
in theology, and they give some fine hints in reference to several
bmnches of the science.-Harless's Encyclopaedia, published in
If)4J
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1837, contains an excellent development of theological science,
but is too historical for a general treatise, and is therefore better
fitted for the mere history of the various departments in theology.
To the young theologian are especially recommended the above
cited works of Erasmus, Unger, Herder, Harless and Hagenbach.1

f 3. The Reveakd Okristian Religion.
Religion in the subjective sense, is the reference of our life to
God; first and immediately in our feelings, then and mediately
in our knowledge and volition. In the objective sense, religion is
the whole system of doctrines and prescripts for worship, which
are founded on our above-named subjective relation to God. The
meaning of the word revelation will not 'be here definitely and
positively stated, but will be reserved until we come to treat of
dogmatic theology. We will only say, negatively, that revealed
religion forms the correlate of natural religion, or the religion of
the reason; it is not the result of human investigation, nor was it
commlmicated to men by their fellow-men; but is the result of
an extraordinary communication from God, is therefore infallible,
whereas, on the contrary, all processes of human thought are
more or leu subjected to error. Hence can we explain why it is.
that every religion gives itself out to be, not a product of the reason merely, not anything which originated from human inquiry
and study, but a result of divine revelation. For every religion
must have a firm and stable ground, since it aims to govern the
whole life. The teachings of Christ are, therefore, a revelation.
He declares that he did not receive his doctrine from himself, as
an individual man, but from his union with God, John 7: 16; not
therefore from human investigation, not from the authority of
.other men. He declares his knowledge of God to be absolute
I In addition to the boob cited by Tholuck, Hagt'nbach mentions the work
-of ChrYBOBtom, IIEfIl ,i~(JJOt''''l~ i that of A ugoatine, De Doctrina Cbristiana, ..
·containing thl' germs of an Encyclopaedia of certain department. of theology ;
'a180, (leBs valuable), the work of laodorus, Originum sive Etymologiarum Libri
.XX; Rabhanus Mauru_, De Clericorum Institutione; Gerson, De Reformatione
Theologiae. ora later date are Ga_ni (Steph.) DiuertationeB, (vcry highly
commendcd; CaliztUI, ApparatuB theologicU8; prall', Introductio in Historiam
Thcologiae literariam, 1724; Walch, Einleitung in die tht'ologischcn WiaBenschanen, 1753; Bertholdt, Theologische Wilaenachaft'..Kunde. In more
modern timea have appeared the Encyclopaediu of Wachler, 1795; Thym,
1797; Titlmann, 1798; Kleaker, It!OO, l~l; Schmidt, 11:!1l; Francke, 11:!19;
Konig, 1830. From the Catholic church, Wiemer, Dobmayer, Thanner. Drey,
'Oberthor, Klee. See Hagen. Enoyc. S.105-119.-Ta.
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and free tiom all error, and he establishes his claim to infollibility
upon his wonderful union with the Father; see Matt. 11: 27.
John 6: 46, compo John 7: 28. 14: 7.
But the direct teachings of Christ do not include the whole of
Christian truth, He continued them but a short time. He often
refers to the fact that his apostles must finish his work; see John
4: 38. 14: 12. compo 17: 18. He declares that the apostles were'
not in a proper state, during his life, to comprehend the weightiest truths of religion; see John 16: 12. He alludes to the fact
that himself will come again in a spirituo1 manner, and will lead
his select disciples into the tmth, see Acts 1: 8. Luke 24: 48, 49.
John 16: 14. He communicates therefore to the twelve the same
authority which he himself possesses; see Luke 10: 16. Matt.
10: 40. John 13: 20: Consequently the teachings of the apostles
in the writings which they have left us, are part and parcel of
Christianity. Their authority, however, can extend no further
than to moral and religious tmth. The form also in which they
perceived this tmth is an imperfect one) The right ideas are
represented by them in imperfect images and figures. Christ
could never have said, as Paul did, Now we see through a glass
darkly, but then face to face; now I know in part, but then shall
I know even as o1so I am known, 1 Cor. 13: 12; for Christ whilo
on earth saw the whole tmth clearly and in perfect form, John 6:
46. (The relation of the knowledge which Christ possessed to
that which the apostles possessed, is explained in Tholuck's Introduction to the Epistle to the ltebrews, t 6.)
After we have taken this general view of the compass of the
revealed Christian religion, we may inquire for the one principle
which characterizes it. This principle is, that all the tmths of
the Christian scheme point to the incarnation of God in Christ,
and to the redemption which WD8 effected thereby. Christianity
refers also to the Old Testament, and acknowledges its authority,
as in John lj: 39. It is a query, what relation the scheme of tlle
~ew Testament has to that of the Old. We cannot describe this
relation better than in the words of John, in connection with those
of Paul; see John 1: 17. Coloss. 2: 17. Heb. 10: 1. The Old
Testament has the law and shadows, (or forms, sketches, etchings
that give an idea of the trlle system,) the New Testament has
gmce and truth. In the Old, goodness comes to the aid of man
in the form of command, and the tmth is addressed to him in the
1 Imperfect, in comparillOn with the mode or conception which distinguished
Chri.t u the Omnillcient one.-Ta.'
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form of symbols and dark predictions. This is approptiate to the
lower position in which men stood before the coming of Christ,
and from which they looked at religious doctrine. Thus the
child stands in need of law, and of pictorial exhibitions of truth.
Accordingly Paul characterizes the religion of the Old Testament
8S that of the childhood of our race, see Gal. 4 : 3, 4. By this religion was man awakened to feel his need of redemption. Goodness was exhibited in the Old Testament, but grace is proffered
in the New, is commlmicated to us in a spiritual way, as an inward incitement to duty. Instead of the symbol we now have
the clear perception of the idea.
Ifwe ask then, in what respects is the religion of the Old
Testament important for a Christian divine, we answer, first, that
it reveals to us the love which God has exercised towards our race
in educating it; and secolldly, that the instructions of the Old
Testament are presupposed by the New, and therefore must be
understood. in order to gain a complete and comprehensive view
of the Christian scheme. We must, for example, be apprized
that by one man sin entered into the world, and death by sin, and
so death passed upon all men, because all have sinned; that
death reigned from Adam to Moses, etc.-we must be aware of
this as a previous truth, in order to perceive the relations and
consequences of the death of Christ; see Rom. is: 12-21. All
those portions of the Old Testament, however, which have no
connection with the scheme of the new, are to be looked upon as '
antiquated, as abrogated. The Christian must regard them, 88
the painter regards those lines in his original sketch which are
not transferred to the canvass: they are no parts of the finished
picture, are at present of no use further than 88 mementoes of
something gone by.

t 4. CIiJristW,n, TkeolbBy.
This is the science of the Christian religion. By the term science, we mean a systematic exhibition of a class of ideas, which
are so B.I'lILDgCd as to form one whole, to be surveyed in one view,
and which are susceptible of a divisioll into distinct parts, all of
which go to make up the entire organization. The opposite of a
science is an aggregate. Theological science is divided into four
main departments. The first is the Exegetical. This brings to
our knowledge, in a definite order, the materials upon which the
Christian religion is established. The second is Systematic
Theology; which is divided into the Dogmatic, and the Moral.
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Dogmatic theology is the exhibition of the doctrines which are
presented to our fitith by the Christian records, and the corroboration of the same by the anthority of rel1l1OJl. 'The science of
momls is the representation of a Christian life as it is regl1lated
by doctrinal faith.' 'The third department is the Historical. This
is the exhibition of the mode and degree, in which the Christian
church has at various times realized the ideal of the Christian
fBith and life, illustrated the idea of the kingdom of God. 'The
fourth, is the Practical department 'This develops, from the nature of the Christian system, those principles according to which
the faith and the love, which this system has introduced, may be
established and spread abroad.

t 6. The Necessity of Theological Science for CkrlJ'!l1Ml' in their
practical duties.
At the close of the preceding century, there was "a tendency in
many minds to regard classical, aesthetic and philosophical study
as a mere article of mental luxury, and to direct all the energies
of man to his outwud good and the means of advancing it. This
was the so-called Philanthropism, of which Salzmann,!) and
Campe were the apostles. This system, in ita theological relations, sanctioned Deism. Christianity was rejected, because it
had been established by Jews who had never reverenced this
modem illnmination. According to the Philanthropists, the study
of theology should be reduced to that of morals and rhetoric, and
the time which might remain after these departments were exhausted, should be devoted to that, which would make the parson
I Moral PbilOllOphy ia tau,ht, by the evangelical divinetlofGerman1, in afar
more acriplural and decidedly Christian form than by the moralista of England
and America. It is considered a part of syatematic theology, and i. therefore
deriyed fiom the inspired yolame.-1'B.
• Sal.lJIaDft, author of the fictitious work, Carl ofCarlaberr, in 6 volume.,
UId Campe, were both origillll1ly preachera, but afterwards devoted them...l,,"
to the illltruction of youth, and to the publication of book. on the general BUbject of education. The I)'I\em of philanthropiBm, of which Buedow WBB the
founder, and Wolke, IlM'lin, Campe, Trapp and Salzmann were efFective supportera, wu introclucl'd into Germany in the latter part of the eighteenth century; _ founded on Locke'. and RoulEau'. ID&llim. of education, and after
eli!ctill, mach both of good and of evil wu abandoned in the etlrly part of the
prnent century. It hal the merit ofabeliahing certain objectionable feuurea,
which had previonlly been coantellanoed ill the education of youth; but like
many other reformation., it corrected an old abule by originating a new one,
and for the uke ohvoidinc one extreme raahed into the oppoaite.-TR.
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much more useful than Dogmatics could render him. to the study
of the fine and useful arts. the mode of curing sick catUe. agriculture. etc. By such an education. the country pastor would become a right fatherly friend of his parishioner. With this view
and with such principles, did Dr. Barth write the episUe to the
minister Zedlitz. on the study of theology as pursued in the German universities. The whole scheme of the philanthropists. in
contrast with that of our universities. has been thus ehara.eterized:
.. we regard science as a lofty and heavenly goddess. which is to
be reverenced. the philanthropists regard it as a cow which provides them with milk."
But there is another objection. worthy of more respect. sometimes urged against theological science. It springs from a concern for practical piety. The objector alleges that the study of
theology robs our faith of its childlike and simple character, and
puffs up the spirit, 1 Cor. 8: 1. It is said to be fully sufficient for
a practical clergyman. that he possess, first of all. a pious heart,
which will enter with interest into his ministerial duties; secondly.
a general education; and thirdly, the gift. of eloquence. where
this is possible. The Quakers. the Mennonites. and the Methodists have expressly contended against theological education. In
reply to their objections we say. that scientific theology does not
indeed preserve in us the childlike. undisturbed and unquestioning faith which unlettered Christians have; but it is not a mere
misfortune that the child must be matured into a man. It is indeed true. that a danger of pride is connected with learning, as
with every other possession. but this is no reason for throwing
away all that we possess.
Every one must acknowledge. that the church has at some
times been in need of a learned mini!ltry. Christian truth is
taught by the inspired penmen in a foreign speech, in foreign
fonns of thought. in a certain historical drapery. It has required
learning to accommodate this truth to nations which adopt different modes of expression. as well as of thought; to procure translations of the Bible. to explain its te:rt, etc. In process of time.
the tnlthS which the aposUes preached were misrepresented and
discolored, and these misunderstandings could have been corrected only by learned theologians. The reformation would have
been impossible. had there not been well read divines on the
stage at that period.
But we say not only that the church has needed learning in her
ministers at some times, she Ileeds it at all times. Her ministers
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are, properly, the representatives of theological scie!1ce. The
difference between Christian theologians and Christian laymen
is only a difference in degree i one class blends itself with the
other i there are in Christianity no exoteric and esoteric systems.
Every reflecting laYDlan acquires at the present day some theological education. The commentaries on the Bible, the systematic instruction in the Catechism, the popular histories of the
church constitute the beginning of his theological course. Unless
he have some insight into the faith which he adopts, then is he
blind in his faith. Accordingly, the church needs men who shall
be the depositaries of science, devoting themselves to study, so
that they may supply the necessities of their congregations. It is
natural to demand, that these depositaries of leaming should be
the practical working clergymen. One such educated man should
be stationeci over every church. The pastor will not be able to
discharge his official duties thoroughly, unless he have a high degree of theological science. This, it is true, will not be sufficient
without personal piety and a love to his parishioners, which will
induce him to sacrifice his own for their good. Btlt this piety and
this love are so much the more efficient and useful, when they
are conjoined with a fundamental knowledge of the various theological departments.
The pastor needs, first, a scientific acquaintance with sacred
criticism. Then only can he with confidence apply the scriptures
to the heart, when he has obtained a full conviction of the meaning of the original text. He must be convinced on critical 'grounds
of the authority of the sacred books, if he 'Would reasou from them
with assurance. He should also understand the peculiar relatiou and the precise circumstances, in which Christ and the
apostles lived and spoke, in order to interpret their instructions
rightly and definitely, as 'Well as to make a pmctical application
of them.
He needs, in the second place, an acquaintance with dogmatic
theology and with morals. He must defend his faith, as agreeable to human reason. He must understand the specific doctrines
of the gospel in their connection. He must understand the relations of religious truth to the nature of man.
The pastor needs, thirdly, an acquaintance with historical
theology. The evangelical church can be understood only when
we perceive how she has become what she at present is. .All
filvomble developments in past ages are patterns for the present
age i all exploded errors, either in doctrine or in practice, still
serve as warnings for the future.
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Thus do we see the beneficial induences of theological study.
even on the ground that the paBtor's oongregation are united in the
true faith. But at the present day, we CBDDOt assume such a
ground. Where, then, the clergyman finds himself standing in
opposition to educated skeptics, he must obtain a thorough knowledge of the reasons for their skepticism j and must be able, with
the help of theological science, to commend the true faith to their
adoption. There are now, besides, many differing confessions and
sects. The preacher should be able to defend his own creed, and
to use for this object the weapons of enldition. It requires learning to sustain his faith, when he comes into conflict with sectarians, and also to communicate the appropriate arguments to hia
laY'parishioners, so that they also may refute gainsayers.

t 6. &u.die8 0MtJ:i1Uuy to Theology.
Biblical exegesis rests on the basis of classical and oriental philology j dogmatic theology upon the basis of metaphysics, and the
philosophy of religion; ethics npon the philosophy of our mutual
relations; ecclesiastical history presupposes a knowledge of profane history; and practical theology rests on the principles of anthropology, psychology and rhetoric. It must not however be
supposed, that Christian theology is a mosaic, of which the abovenamed secular studies are the component materials. The proper
theological character of these studies is derived from their peculiar relation to Christian truth. The secular historian cannot write
a good history of the church without previously becoming a theologian. No one can give a proper view of the ecclesiastical changes
that have transpired, unless he have a thorough understanding of
the doctrine of the church, and this presupposes an acquaintance
both with exegesis and doctrinal theology. The history of the
church is a history of doctrines; and a man cannot understand the
development of these doctrines, the controversies concerning them,
unless he have studied the doctrines themselves. In like manner
can no merely classical philologist interpret the New Testament
aright The style of the New Testament cannot be understood
without a knowledge of the Hebrew; the contents of it cannot be
appreciated without a knowledge of doctrinal theology and ethics.
G. Hennann, in his Programma (published in 1833) on Gal. 3: ~,
has illustrated, in a striking manner, how completely the acuteness of a mere philologist can fail of detecting the meaning of a
biblical phrase. Hermann baa not differed from theologians, in
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his reception of the text of this p88l1Bge; but the chief difficulty
lies in the sense, not in the words, and so little has he done toward clearing up this difficulty, that Ruckert confesses himself
unable, with all his study, to detect any meaning in Hermann's
explanation. Besides, this eminent classical scholar has falsely
explained many idiomatic phrases of the epistle to the Galatians,
through inattention ~ the peculiarities of Paul's style. Thus he
translates the Words
tifrox,u.tI"'W in Gal. 2: 2, by the pluase
.. Explicatioms ca1l88.," whereas the meaning of the words is, .. by
an impulse fiom God," or, more literally, .. because ofarevelation."

"""«

i 7.

Wkat is ~for the riglaprosecutimt. qf Theological Study.

First, the theologian must himself believe the doctrines which
he studies in their scientific form. This is necessary in order to
secure the requisite interest in the science. If a student have the
impression, that Christ and the apostles have taught nothing more
than the Jewish theology prevalent in their day, he cannot have
the same enthusiasm in his studies, which he would feel, ifhe beknew that Christ had uttered what he fully and absolutely
lieved to be the truth; see Matth. 11: 27. Now it must be remembered, that the scientific apprehension of religious doctrines
presupposes a religious experience. Without this moral qualification. it is impossible to obtain a true insight into theological dogmas. He who knows not from experience what devotion is, cannot understand a scientific treatise on the state or mind suitable
for devotion. So likewise he who regards the Holy Ghost, the
new birth, the need of redemption, ete., as mere terms destitute
of important meaning, cannot rightly understand a scientific treatise on the doctrines intimated by those words) Besides, the
I

It is often _rted, that the

COQJ'8e

of theological study in GermlU1Y ap-

peal. to the intellect alone, and make. no demaJld on the afFections. It ii, however, one of the fint principles of German critici.m, that heartfelt Iympathy
with the aentimentl of an author il e_ntial to the correct appreciation of him.
&< An inward interest in the doctrineaoftbeology," writA!1 Hagenbach," i. needful for a biblical interpreter. AI we ...y that a philOlOphical .pirit il demllnded
for !.he .tudy of Plato, a poetical ta.te for the reading of Homer or Pindar, a Ben.ibility to wit and ...tire for the perusal of Lucian, a patriotic aentiment for the
enjoyment of Salluat or Tacitul, just 80 certain i. it !.hat the lilDell to underdmd the profound truth. of Scripture, of the New Testament e.pecially, pre.appoRS, alllD iDdi8penab1e requilite, a aentiml'nt of piety, an inward religioUi
experience. So i. it ever true, that the Scriptures will not be rightly and spiritually comprehended, unleR the Spirit from God become himaelf the true inVOL.

1 No.1.
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Evangelical chtuch1 positively requires that the theologian shall
maintain the faith that is taught in her creed, and obliges him, at
his ordination, to take an oath that he will teach this faith. If
therefore, 88 the case often is, the student do not freely adopt the
articles of om creed, then it should be the object of his theological
study to bring his mind through his doubts into the belief of these
articles j and 88 our church presupposes that these articles are received by every clergyman, so should it be the effort of every
clergyman to make himself especially familiar with those modes
of discussion, which aim at establishing the doctrines of the church,
and reconciling them with what is known to be true.
Secondly, the study of theology demands a good degree of natural talent True, the circle of a theologian's knowledge need
not be so extensive as the circle of a philologist's or physician's j!t
still, the study of our doctrines requires a power of sharp discrimination; and the department of practical theology demands, in a
special degree, soundness of judgment See 2 Tim. 2: US.
Thirdly, in the Protestant church every clergyman is a preacher.
Therefore a natural talent for eloquence is demanded of the clergyman. He must have no defect in his vocal organs, no great
degree of bashfulness. In general is it desirable that he have a
liveliness of sensibility, by means of which his power in the
pulpit will be increased. There is a natural eloquence, and he
who possesses it can derive most profit from the rhetorical rules
which art! prescribed in the books. The man, however, who is
deficient in this natural gift, may in some measme supply the place
of it by the vivacity and elevation of spirit, which come from a
heartfelt faith in the objects about which he discourses (see 2 Cor.
4: 13), and from love to the hearers whom he addresses. The
living emotion always suggests the appropriate language. Besides, he who wants the talent for preaching may console himself
with the thought, that he can supply his deficiencies for the pulpit
by labors in the eare of souls, by catechising the children, etc.
Fourthly, the candidate for the sacred office devotes himself
t.erpret.er of his words, the ."ge/U8 iral.erpre8, who will open to 118 the trne
meaning of the Bible."' St-e Locke's Preface to hi. N. T. Hermt'nentics.Hagen. Encyc. S. 179.-Ta.
I The name of the ch11rch of Pr11aaia, since the union of the Calvinistic and
the L11theran into one national eatabliahment.-Ta.
• "A miniater can 811cceed ita a _"Mr," aaid Dr. Witherspoon," without
the aBme degree of talent and learning which are neceaaary for an accomplishl'd
statesman or lawyer or physician; but a minister who would magnify hia office,
mDBt be second to no other man."-Ta.
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to theological science, for the purpose of applying it advantageously to the wants of the church of which he is a servant He is
never allowed, in the progress of his studies, to lose from his vision the grand object of the sacred ministry. His regard to this object will preserve in his mind a conviction of the high value, which
he ought to attach to theological science. When the philologist
bas not prosecuted his studies in the right manner, the evil that
ensues it; this: be cannot form nor impart an animating and lively
picture of antiquity, but bas merely a faint image of it When the
jurist has pursued a wrong system in his study, the evil that enwes is this: he puts in hazard the earthly good of widows and
orphans, and thus sanctions injustice. When the physician bas
failed in his scientific education, he incurs the guilt of endangering
the life of his fellow-mortals. But when the divine has erred in
the prosecution of his studies, he encounters a far greater evil, he
leads men astray from the path of endless life.
The high importance of the pastor's office is exhibited in a remarkably impressive style by Baxter, in his Reformed Pastor (2d
edit,1834). The rich blessings that may flow from the efforts of
a single clergyman are portrayed in Schubert's Passages from the
Life of Oberlin, 1832.

t 8. Studia ~ to Eugw.
The interpreter of the Old Testament needs the assistance
which can be derived from oriental philology. The interpreter of
the New Testament needs the aid which can be derived from the
oriental and occidental philology. Philology is to be distinguished
from linguistics or the study of mere words. The province of philology is to reproduce and bring into our ideal presence, the whole
life of a people who have been separated from us both in time
and space. Words are only a means for this end. It is through
the medium of language, that we can learn what were the manners and customs of the distant people; and it is in the structure
of their speech, that we detect some features of their character
and their mode of life. The beau ideal of a philologist is well delineated by Wolf in the Preface to the third edition of his Roman
History (ROmisch. Gesch.), also in his Epistle to a young student
of philology, which is fOlmd in the second volume of his Life and
Letters (Leben und Briefe). The same is given, in an animating
style, in his Museum ofancient Literature, VoL 1 (Mus. der .Alter-
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thumswiss.). Compare, also, Bernhardy's Encyclopaedia of Philology, 1832. (Encyc. der PhiL)

t 9. Oriental Pkilolngg.
A. In referenee to grammatical and lexicographicallitrratare.

A knowledge of the oriental languages is requisite for the thorough understanding of the Old and New Testaments. It is requisite for the Old Testament, because the Hebrew forms of speech
are far better comprehended when they are compared with the
cognate dialects j because the signification of many Hebrew words
can be learned only by a,jd of these dialects j because some parts
of the Old Testament are written in the Chaldaic idiom j because
there are some very important tmnslations of the Old Testament
into oriental languages j and lastly, because there are some instructive rabbinical commentaries on the Old Testament. A
knowledge of the oriental languages is requisite for the thorough
understanding of the New Testament, because the 8yriac version
of this Testament, which is a work of the second century, is very
important in respect of exegesis and criticism; because in the
time of Christ the Ammaean dialect was commonly spoken in.
Palestine, and therefore many expressions of the Saviour and his
apostles can be explained by the Aramaean j because, lastly, the
spirit of the oriental literature is discernible in the New Testament writings, at least in respect of style and fonn. Thus, for example, in our Lord's prayer is found the word OIJ'I!f.ltjI'IUIZ (Matt.
6: 12), which is here used in the sense of culpa. This application
of the word to a moral delinquency is to be explained by the Ammaean dialect, which applies the word :::I~" to denote moral guilt.
Again, the idiomatic expression in Matt. 7: 4 is to be explained
by the .Arabic proverb, II A man who has no splinter in his eye,"
i. e. a sharp.sighted man. Once more, the words, II thought it no
robbery," in PhiL 2: 6, are illustrated by a phrase which is found
in the Persian and Ambic languages, II to look upon a thing as
booty j" and which denotes the striving to get possession of the
~g, as quickly as a robber seizes his prey. The meaning of the
passage is therefore the following: although the Redeemer might
have made use of his divine power at any time, yet he wandered
upon the earth in the fashion of a servant, and waited for God to
raise him to his pristine state.
Collections of oriental writings, useful for the study of the New
Testament, are found in Von Bohlen's 8ymbolae Persicae ad ex-
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plicandum codicem sacrum, 1822; and in Gesenius's Contributions
to Rosenmiillers exegetical Repertorium, Th. 1
The Arabic language is usually recommended to the theologian,
88 the most useful of the cognate dialects.
This tongue has indeed the most extensive literature, and yields an uncommonly
rich amount of grammatical and lexicographical information. It
has received the labors of philologists with whom the Arabic was
the vemacu1ar tongue. But on account of this very exuberance is
the study of the language so diffiCttlt that only he can qualify himself to judge, in an independent manner, of its idioms, and thus
to derive benefit from their affinity to the Hebrew, who is able to
speud a great part of his time in .Arabic study. An attention to
the Chaldaic and the Syriac tongues will be more fertile of good
to the ordinary clergyman, than attention to the Ambic. The literature of these two dialects is indeed not extensive; but the languages themselves are also circumscribed in their lexicographical
limits, and are simple in their grammatical forms. Properly speaking. the two languages are only one; the difference between them
being, for the most part, in their pronunciation. The Chaldaic
language gives the key to the reading of Daniel and of some
passages in Ezra. A. great part of the Talmud, also, is written in
an impure Chaldaic. The Syriac enables us to understand the
Peschito, which is the translation of the New Testament into the
Syriac language; also, to understand a number of important works
connected with the history of the church. From the study of the
Rabbinic, is to be gleaned more of new information than from the
other dialects. This word, Rabbinic, is used in a. narrower and a.
wider significa.tion. In the more extensive mea.ning, the term is
employed to denote the language found in all the works written by the Jews since the destruction of Jerusalem. This wide
_ acceptation is, however, a. misuse of the term; for some of these
Jewish works a.re written in pure Hebrew, some in Chaldaic,
some in corrupt Hebrew. In the narrower sense, the word signifies a new dialect of the Hebrew, a dialect which has been used
since the twelfth. century by Jewish authors, and which has the
same relation to the pure Hebrew, which the La.tin of the Monks
has to that of Cicero. Commentaries on the Old Testament a.re
written in this dialect; also a great number of works, some of
which are very instructive, others full of absurdities. These books,
and the Talmud also, exhibit so many points of contact with the
New Testament, both in respect of matter and form, that some
philologists, as GfrOrer and others, ha.ve supposed the Christian
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doctrines to be, with a single exception, purely rabbinical. The
only difference between the teachings of the apostles and those of
the rabbins is supposed to be this: the rabbins taught that Christ
was to come once for all; the apostles, that he was to come twice.
:Both parties still look for his appearance, but the one party suppose that it will be his second appearance, the other party that it
will be his first. It is undeniable, that very much may be le-arned
from the rabbinnical writings for the explanation of the New Testament style, the dialectics of Paul, etc.,
Many contributions, which have an important relation to the
literature of the rabbins, may be found in Lightfoot, Horae Talmudicae, 1679; in Schoettgen, Horae Talmudicae, 1733; in the
Notes of Wetstein's edition of the New Testament.
B. Oril'ntal philology in fl'ft'l'l'nce to matten of fuet which are conRected willa
it;-(Arch_logy.)

Among these matters of fact we include the antiquities of the
East, and the manner in which the habits and life of the people
were stamped upon their religion. We include also their forma
of government, their progress in arts and sciences, their fumily
arrangements, etc. As the Hebrews were an oriental people,
their character and state may be illustrated in various particulars,
by the descriptions of the whole eastern world. The theologian
can therefore derive profit from reading the books which oriental
travellers have written; particularly from the very instructive
Journal of Professor Robinson. The inhabitants of those countries remain in nearly the same situation, with that of their progenitors; and the influence of climate and of natural s('.enery upon
them is altogether unchanged. A man therefore can experience
scenes at the present day in the East, which correspond very
strikingly with the scenes described in Genesis. Buckingham in
his Jonrney to Mesopotamia (German Translation, S. 24) relates
that when he was in the region where Abraham sat and looked
out upon the strangers who were coming towards him, see Genesis xviii.-on that identical plain he saw a Turkish officer sitting
down like the patriarch of old, and this officer entertained both
Mr. Bnckingham and his travelling companion, in the same style
which was adopted by Abraham in the reception of his guests 80
long before. The officer went even so far as to wait upon the
visitants himself, wash their feet, set before them milk to drink,
food to eat, etc. An instructive collection of contributions to this
species of oriental literature is found in Rosenmuller's Ancient
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and Modem Orient (&lies und neues Morgenland), 1818, in six
The work is composed of extracts from the descriptions
given by oriental travellers, and is useful for the illustmtion of
many passages in the Old and New Testaments.
The resemblance, however, between the Hebrew life and the
life of other eastern nations is not, in all particulars, complete.
The great diJference of the Jewish religion from the religion of
other countries introduced a corresponding diversity into their respective habits. The dissimilitude of the Jewish theology to that
of other nations lies ohietly in this; other nations adopted more
or less of the worship of nature j the Jews believed in God, who
was holy and lifted llP above nature. One result from this theological di1ference was, that the Hebrews manifested in their daily
life a sobriety and a considerateness, which were not found among
their neighbors. The spirit of the various systems of religion
prevalent in the East has been very aptly described by GOrres in
his account of Oriental Fables (Morgeoliind. Mythengeschichte),
1820. No modem writer is more deeply and thoroughly penetrated with the spirit of the oriental litemture than Herder, in
his memorials of antiquity (Denkmilem der Vorzeit), his poetical fables (Paramythien), his spirit of Hebrew Poesyl (Geist der
Hebriischen Poesie), and his work on the oldest recorda of the
Human Race (ilteste Urkunde des Menschengeschlechts). The
following works have appeared in recent years, Ruckert on the Edifying and the Contemplative from the Orient (Erbauliches \rod
Beschauliches aus dem Morgenlande), 1836; also Ruckert's Tales
and Histories of the East (Sagen lmd Geschicht aus dem Morg.),
1837. The most beautiful specimens of oriental religiolls literaSure, and well vouched illustrations of the extreme fanaticism
prevalent in the East, are given in Tholuck's2 Anthology of Oriental Mysticism (Bliithensammlung der Morg. Myst.), 182:;.
puts.

t 10. The Occidental Philology.
A. 10 reference to Grammatical and Lexicograpbical Literatore.

Whether the study of the Greek classical authors be productive
Tranalated by Prof. MlU'llb of Burlington, Vt.
• The custom. and tutes of the Germans allow an author to refer to his own
works, much more freely and frequently, than is allowed among ouraelves. The
cell'brated Bruno Bauer remarked in one of hi. recent writings, that the IllUDe.
ofan the prore- in the Univenity at Halle will be forgotten by po8terity,l'xcept 80 tar .. they are mentioned, (for the moat part in a condemnatory 8tyle).
in his own writiDgs.-TB.
I
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of great benefits to the theologian, is a query which will receive
different answers according to the opinion which is entertained of
the style in which the New Testament is written. In the sixteenth century it W'Q.S supposed even by some eminent philologists, such as Henry Stephens, that the Gt-eek of the New Testament is pure and classical. On the contrary, it has been maintained by Eichhorn and Bretschneider in modem times. that the
apostles did not use the Greek language in perfonning their mental processes, but that they thought in the Aramaean dialect, and
afterwards translated their Aramaean expressions into Greek.
The right medium, however, has been adopted by Winer. He
supposes that Paul especially had been used to speak the Greek
language from childhood, that he spoke it in Tazsus in Asia Minor,
where many Gt-eeks lived. He supposes also that other writers,
who were natives and citizens of Palestine, had yet learned to
speak Greek with some degree of freedom. Not until the time of
Hug have scholars genemlly adopted the opinion, that the Greek
language, as well as the AratJ).aean, was used in Palestine, and
that of course the natives of that land were accustomed often to
converse in it. Their Greek style, however, was not the classical but the XOI..,j. It was the Alexandrine dialect. This dialect
was probably leamed by the apostles nom conversation; they
used therefore chiefly the style of familiar intercourse. It were,
of course, a very valuable attainment for a theologian to become
acquainted with the Alexandrine dialect, as it was used in domestic converse. And some documents, written in this idiom,
have been preserved in a remarkable manner till the present time.
They are found in parchm~nt-rolls in the Libraries of Leyden,
Paris, Turin and Berlin. They are in part forms of legacie~
mercantile contracts, catalogues, etc. They have not as yet been
employed for the purpose of illustmting the Greek of the New
Testament.
Next to the above named documebts are we interested in the
literary works of the Alexandrines, the Book of WiLIdom, Philo's
Writings; also the books which the Jews of Palestine have written in the Greek tongue, Josephus' Works, the Apo~hal writings (die Pseudepigrapha) of the Old Testament, as for example
the Psalms of Solomon, the Book of Enoch, the Testaments of
the twelve Patriarchs, etc. and those apocryphal writings of the
New Testament which are of Jewish authorship.
In the next place are those classical authors to be consulted,
who flourished not far {rom the time of the apostles, Herodian,
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Polybius, Arrian, and others. Passages parallel to such as are
found in the New Testament have been collated from these
classical writers. Krebs in his Observationes has collected such
passages fiom Josephus; wvner has collected them from Philo;
Raphel from Polybius and Arrian. No philological use has been
made by theologians thus far of the Greek style, which is fOlmd
in the writings of the early Christian fathers. This may contribute much new matter for the explanation of the sacred text.
Those portions of the New Testament, which are written in the
most purely classical style, are found in the last chapters of the
Acts of the apostles, and in ~ the epistle to the Hebrews. The
A.pocalypse, on the contrary, is the most Hebraistic in its diction,
and next in degree, the Gospel of Matthew. The fact that the
New Testament displays 80 little elegance of style, is in entire
harmony with the character of the Revelation in other particulars,
and also with the whole christian economy. The reason for it is
doubtless the same which Paul assigns, for his want of all excellence of speech in proclaiming the Gospel, 1 Cor. 2 : 4, (j. If
indeed the christian religion, when preached without the aid of
human art, has exerted 80 powerful an influence, then is it the
more obvious that the facts and the truths of our religion, and not
their adventitious attractions, have overcome the world.
B. Occidental Philology, in reference to the matter-. oft\ct which are connectl'd with it;-(Archaeology).

The sacred narrative is concerned in great part with Palestine,
with Jews and other orientals. The knowledge, therefore, of tbe
western antiquities and history is not 80 important for theologians
as that of the eastern. Still, Greeks and Romans are often introduced into the scriptural history. One part of the 'narrative, that
of the Acts of the Apostles, and al80 that of our Saviour's passion,
is intimately connected with classical scenes. The historical
feablres of Luke's account of the Apostles are very remarkable.
on account of the coincidence between two or three hundred data
which he gives, and the antiquarian, geographical, historical data
given by the classi('al authors. See Tholuck's Credibility of the
New Testament History, (GIanbwiird. der N. T. Gescruchte) Co IV.
+3. See also Krebs, de nsn ot praestantia Romanae Historiae in
interpretatione Novi Testamenti, 1744.
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til. &iences au:rilimy to Systematic Theo4,ay. .

An acquaintance with other religious systems, than that revealed in the Bible, is of great importance to the theologian. It shows
him how far removed all human schemes are, from the purity and
clearness of that which God hn.s taught us. It shows him also,
that the greater part of the truths of Christianity are in unison
with sentiments feebly expressed by other religions. This is one
evidence that Christianity rests upon an essential want in the nature of man; that the presentiments and longings of the human
breast are a prediction of christian truth. It is also an evidence,
that other religions are altogether unable to bring mankind to the
goal toward which the race aspires. This can only be accomplished by the divine revelation. It may be said that heathenism
is the night-sky of religion, and the sky is sown with stars; that
Judaism is the moonlight, and Christianity is the sun.
Rationalism regards many truths as the easy and simple discovery of a sound lmderstanding; but yet these very truths are so
easy and so simple, solely because a revelation has educated and
improved our rational powers. It appears for example that no
doctrine is more obvious, none lies nearer our minds, than that of
one holy and personal God; and yet among the seven hundred
million inhabitants of the earth there are only three hundred
million worshippers of one personal Divinity, and the faith of
these men rests exclusively upon the Bible. Even the Mohammedans denominate their religion the religion of Abraham, and
the Koran is borrowed from the Old and New Testaments. So
likewise the duty of loving our enemies appears to be extremely
obviolls, and yet Socrates has taught that such a love is not obligatory. In. a peculiar manner is it useful for the theologian and
the teacher, to learn the religious and moral state of the classical
world. It is very common for students to become acquainted
with only the bright side of this picture. How few there are, for
example, who know that in Sparta and Athens, hundreds of human sacrifices were offered, that Aristides sacrificed with his own
hand to Dionysius three persons, whom he had taken prisoners,
even the three sons of the sister of the Persian king. This dark
side of the religions life, which is found among the ela.ssical nations, has been described by Tholuck in his essay on the moral
influence of heathenism, publi.,hed in Neander's Denkwiirdigkei.
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ten, Th.].J The bright side also of the picture deserves to be
more fully disclosed than it has been. The theologian finds in
the traditions of various countries, and also in the fables of the ancient classics, many correspondencies with the biblical history;
BUM eorrespondencies as intimate, that these traditions were derived from this history. Of such a nature, are the tales eonceming a golden age of our race, an apostasy, a general flood, a future
restoration. See Rosenmuller's Ancient and Modem Orient (Alt.
und Neu. Morg.), Part I, especially chap. III See also the fourth
supplement to Tholuck's Tnte Consecmtion of a Skeptic to God.
(wahre Weihe des Zweiflers). It may with safety be inferred
from these traditions, that the records in the book of Genesis concerning the Apostasy, etc., are not philosophicalllvlto,; for were
they nothing more than the emanations of some Hebrew philosopher, how could they have been spread abroad among all nations ?
These popular traditions point us to the time when the human
family were collected into one place, and afterwards separated
into various branches. In this separation, every tribe took with
it the traditions that were common to all. The supposition that
one traditionary narrative may have been propagated, from the
most remote periods of antiquity through successive ages and nations, has been defended with peculiar success by CrellZer.
The theory of Ranunler, Manso and Voss, that the classical mythology exhibits in its fables nothing more than a poetic play of
the fancy, is too superficial In many fables it is easy to detect
deep moral truth3, which are as the back-ground of a picture.
Many of them might be regarded as divinations. The fable of
Prometheus, who would fain overstep the limits assigned to his
race and steal fire from Jupiter, and whose liver was preyed upon
by a vulture until he was freed by Hercules, impresses llS as a
symbol of a humanity which is fallen, and which is also redeemed
by the Son of God and man. In the like method can we discem
a moral significance in the fables of Pandora, Tantalus, Narcissus.
of the Titans, of the Furies. The Furies are daughters of the
night, and were begotten at the very instant when the first crime
was committed upon earth, they spntng from the drops of blood
which Uranus shed when he was wounded (entmllnnt) by his
IOn, Saturn. The hand of a fury carries a dagger, she steps forward with a rush, her glance confounds the beholder, she is the
awful image of an affrighted conscience.
I TnuWaled fbr the Bib. Rep08itnry, Nos. V. and VI, by Prof. Emeraon of
ADdoyer.
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But it is not in the fabulous histories alone, that we discover
We also find in the classical writings
many features, which may be regarded as prophetic intimations
of the ideas revealed in the New Testament. Homer has expressed religious sentiments, which are uncommonly pure and
beautiful. Take, for example, the admirable passage concerning
repentance and guilt in the ninth Bbok of the Diad, and also that
concerning the answer to prayer, in the first book of the Diad.
A.eschylus, Pindar, and Sophocles also are equally rich in expressions of the deepest religious feeling. There may be compiled from the classical authors a collection of dicta probantia for
a large number of Christian truths. These classical proof-texts
are indeed nothing better than presentiments, premonitions of revealed doctrine. If they should be collected, they must previously undergo a severe critical scrutiny, and then, being arranged with discrimination, they would exert a great influence upon
the present age. Already have we one work of this kind; Pfanners Theologia. Gentilis, 1679. If, for example, ofience is taken
at the doctrine of native depravity, it may be replied that we find
this doctrine taught by the classical authors. Plutarch says, that
th~ passions are born in man, and do not first come to him from
without. The two prose authors of antiquity, who are the richest
in their developments of religious sentiment, o.ro Plato and Plutarch. From the moral writings of the latter may much instruction be gleaned, particularly from his work De Sera Numinis Vindicta,l which gives us 0. commentary on the following scriptural
sentiment, God punishes sin even unto the fourth generation.
We are at this time in great need of a good history of religion.
There are indeed many writings, which treat of this subject, as
the works of Gottlob Schlegel, Haupt, Gerlach, (Fides, oder die
Darstelhmg aller Culte, The Representation of all Systems of
Worship), 1830. But these writings exhibit no labored investigation into the character of the religions described, and no fundamental understanding of Christianity. A learned work of great
value on this subject is thllt from Stuhr, The Religions of the
East, and the Greeks, (die Religionen des Orients und der Hellenen). The German Mythology also of Jacob Grimm, published in 1836, is a treasure. GOrres too, has given a very good representation of the religions taught in fabulous history. His work
is particularly instructive in reference to the Eastern religions.
ttaee8 of Christian truth.

1 An edition ofthia work hila bel'n rt'CI'ntly publilhed at AndO"fer with valuable note. by Prof. Hackett, of I!fewton.
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The Symbolik of Creuzer treats, in the:first four volumes, of the
Oriental, Egyptian, Greek and Roman Mythology; in the tiM
and sixth volumes (edited by Moue), it treats of the northern Mythology. The work of Baur on Symbolics and Mythology (Symholik nnd Mythologie,) is also spirited and exciting. It is in
three parts, and is written in aocordance with the views of Schleiermacher. Another important work on this subject is Nigelsbach on the Theology of Homer (die homerisehe Theologie),
1841.

The design of philosophy is, to trace all things to the laws
which govern them, and to show the necessary relation of the individual parts to the whole system. Philosophy, then, mOBt be
applied to the objects about which theology is conversant. It
was applied by the ancients to developing the laws of thought,
of moral action and of nature, and was therefore divided into three
departments, Logic, Ethics, Physics. But the laws which it discovers cannot be understood, in their true character and fundamental relations, without an extension of our views beyond and
above the sphere of created nature, even to God. Hence comes
the science which Aristotle denominated, pnrl 'l'rl cpIIC1&X.&, the science of things which are above the reach of our senses.
Investigations relating to the Deity, the soul, immortality, ete.,
were ·included tmder the general denomination" Metaphysics,"
until the days of Wolf. These investigations were drawn out
and presented in the form of demonstrative argument. Kant and
Jacobi infl'odttced a new method. They both contended, that we
have an intuitive perception of those truths which are above the
sphere of sensation. Jacobi founded his religious philosophy upon our immediate consciousness of truths pertaining to divine
things. We believe with full assurance in God, and-in the soul's
unending existence, without employing any media of proo£ This
belief is as direct and firm, as our conviction that there is a material world. The principles of Jacobi are followed in the philosophy of religion published by Bouterweck in GOttingen, by Clodius in Leipsic, and by Suabedissen in Marburg. The work of
the last named author, is the best belonging to this school
But philosophy assumed a new form under the inflnence of
Hegel According to him, the essence of religion consists m.
VOL. 1 No.1.
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spontaneous feeling, and there exists, in connection with that
feeling, an immediate, an assured conviction of a reality in its object. The province of religious philoaophy is, to show how much
of troth lies in that conviction. God is the Abaolute, and he is,
consequently, the highest logical idea. The philosophy of religion begins with the most degraded creed, that of the idolater,
and ascends to the loftiest, that of Christianity. unfolding to us,
step by step, how much of solid truth is to be found in the various religious systems which have prevailed.
Those theologians who do not recognize the authority of revelation, must of COUlBe regard philosophy as the most important
bmnch of theological study. If reason be the great umpire in
questions pertaining to God, then must that reason be the fittest
umpire which is most scientifically disciplined. It is philosophy,
which gives this systematic discipline. But the theologian, who
surveys the matter from this point of view, must renounce all claim
to certainty in his convictions. No philosophy can impart the
perfect and absolute truth, for no philosophical system is more
than the consciousness whieh the philosophers of a certain age
have of their own thoughts. Now philosophers are representatives of their times, and breathe the spirit of their times. But
times change; the spirit of every age is different from that of
every other; and therefore a new scheme of philosophy must
arise with the new developments of the general mind. Is the
spirit of the age irreligious, as it was in France at the close of the
preceding century? Then are the philosophical systems also irreligious. Therefore if we are dependent on mere philosophy,
we can never obtain the absolute truth. Rationalists have indeed
supposed, that thinking men in all ages have been agreed in the
essential points of doctrine. Wegseheider says, .. In rebus gravissimis, qum ad religionem et honestatem pertinent, fere omnes
philO8Ophorum scholas inter se convenire constat." But this assertion is thoroughly refuted by history; see Hase's Huttems
Redivivus; f 31, note 1. It is indeed true that all systems speak
of God, of goodness, of immortality, but the definitions of these
terms are so diverse that the objects themselves which th,e terms
denote are no longer the same. When Anaxagoras speaks of
God, he means by the term the "oii~; when the Eleatics speak of
God, they mean the Universe; when the French materialists em·
ploy the same word, they use it as equivalent to chance; Spinoza
uses it to denote the absolnte substance; and Fichte, the moral
regulation of the world. Even Cicero has said concerning the
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idea of God, Res nulla est de qua non solum indocti, sed etiam
doeti tantopere dissentiunt (de Nat. Deor. L 2.).
Similar remarks may be made of the term, immortality. Many
philosophical systems have entirely denied the doctrine of our future existence. The new development of Hegelism, (that of
the left wing, so called) is, t'rutt not the individual man but only
the race, the genus (die menscheit) is immortal. The fact is,
philosophy can never remain stationary. Aristotle expressed the
hope, as Cicero sap in his Tusculan Questions, IlL 28, brevi
tempore absulutam fore philosophia m. Kant also in modem
times has said, my philosophy will bring eternal peace to the
world" (Vermischte Schriften, B. III S.339). And yet the progress of philosophy is onward, ever onward, without delay. The
truths which are recognized by one system are discarded by another. From this mutability of philosophical dogmas, however,
is the truly christian theology exempt. This teaches us to rely
on one single man who has made claim to infallibility j ~Iatth. 2:
36. So 80011 as we acknowledge that the absolute truth is revealed by Jesus, then have we such a' ground for confidence as
can never be shaken. It m1.l8t indeed be confessed, that there is
a great discrepancy between the views, and theories of Christians
with regard to the import of the inspired records. It may hence
appear to some, that we are not yet brought even by Revelation
to an immovable basis on which we can rest. Still there is one
common bond, which unites all christian parties. Every existing
confession has acknowledged the apostolical creed as an epitome
of the truth. The differences of the vario1.l8 confessions relate
chiefly to the sacraments, to the diverse modes of regulating the
church, to the several ordel'lJ of ecclesiastical officers. The apostolical creed, however, contains those truths which lie at the foundation of all christian duty and religio1.l8life.1
II

I If lhe moet celebrated confe.ioDe of faith may be made to harmoDize in the
_nlial principle_ of Chri_tiaoity, .till Ulere are thousand_, who publicly IIlbICribe to theE cODfe-DioD', and yet reject the trllth. which Prof. Tholllck reprd. u fllndamental. If, too, the agreement of all the-Be confessiona with the
ltatementl iii the apotrtle-I' creed prove, that these cODfe89ion8 are alike in their
_ntial priDciple., then it were euy to ahow, that all philOBOphical syeteme
are snbst.aDtially coincident with ODe aDother, for they may all be made to harmonize with a eymbol, which i. al definite ill matters of philosophy, u the
apoatlea' creed in matters of theology. Indeed the left aide of the Hegelian.
are fundamentally one with the evangelical party in Germany, if an agreelDE'nt with the undeline-d expreAions in that ancient creed be the test of unity;
for Feorbsch and Stran.. hE'lieve in" God the Father Almighty," if they may
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If, then, the theologian diH:ers from the mere philosopher, in respect of the source whence he derives his articles of faith; if he
does not betake himself to philosophy 88 the fountain of religious
truth, then it becomes a question, In what respects is the study of
philosophical systems important for a theologian ?
First of all, philosophy baa an historical interest for the divine.
It is a fact, that philosophy has at all times exerted an influence
on theology, particularly upon the dogmatic branch of it A knowledge, then, of the philosophical systems, which have prevailed in
former times, is essential to an accurate acquaintance with the
theology of those times. The theological systems of the first period in the christian era, were formed under the influence of Platonism; those of the middle ages were accommodated to the system of Aristotle; since the seventeenth century, the theories of
Leibnitz and Wolf have modified theology; and it was again
modified, at the close of the last century, by the peculiarities of
Kant.
But it is not merely in an historical 88peCt, that philosophical
8tudy is of service tQ a thr"ologian. It is also important in its connection with the dogmatic system. The educated theologian demes to preserve a harmony between his christian faith and his
habits of thinking. His habits of thinking are philpsophical; and
he will reap the greatest benefit from that system of philosophy
which prevails among the scholars of his own time. He is under
a necessity of showing the consistency of his faith with philobe alloweod to define the te'rm ; and in" Jesus Christ," as theoy explain that
aaDle. The aposllps' creeod will admil as many diVl'ne explanations as it contains worda, and if that be a bond of union, it will unite philOllOphera as well ..
theologian.. It ia indeed trueo, that the doctrines of the Bible are immutable,
and that men in all ages, who search in the rigbt temper, will embrace
tially tile SIUJIe faith; and so i. it true that the principles of philoaophy are UDchangeable, and the IllUDe eoll9l.'ntial dogmas will receoive the .-nt of all men,
who diligently and patil'nlly and humbly seek for the truth. The revelalion,
which God baa made through the human mind, is aa really true and stable, as that
which he hu made through the Bible; in many particulara, howl.'ver, is the
former Ie. pplSpicuouB and far le88 glorious than the latter. It iB by no means
the fact, that philosophy must change in its eSlleDCe wilh the character of 8UCee.ive generations of men; nothing more than it.! form needs to be modified
by the modifications of humau ta.te. and prejudiees. Nor is it by any means
the filet, that philosophy is in this resppct materially dift'erent from theology;
for the form of the latter scieonce varieos with tbe varying phases of society.
The lubstance remains the lame, but the modes change. Who would now
speculate in the exact slyle of Augustine, or even Calvin, and yet who among
evangelical divines will he8itatP. to avow as his own, the e88ential prinoiplt'a
.. which these two mutera have defended ?-Ta.
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80phical truth, and of presenting it to his philosophizing contemporaries in a fonn which sl.mll secure their esteem and acquiescence. If the prevalent philosophy contradict his faith, then a
contest arises between the truth which is newly proposed to him,
and that which he has already possessed. His creed and the prevailing scheme of philosophy measure themselves with each other in this strife. His faith rests on his inward experience, on that
conviction which results from all that he has seen or felt, and at
the BIUlle time on a firm historical basis. The true philosophical
system will not contradict the principles which lie at the foundation of the christian scheme. Tbe reDl8l'k of Bacon applies here :
.. philosophia obiter libata a Deo abdllcit, penitus haust&. ad Deum
reducit." It may happen, indeed, that the Christian will not be
able, for a long time, to find out the right weapons, by which he
may refute the errors of philosophy. Thus the Pantheism of Spinoza appeared for almost two hundred years to be a consistent,
logically accurate and incontrovertible system; so that Jacobi
aaid, .. it is the only system to which the reason can arrive in its
speculations, and that nothing but religious faith can save man
from its in1luence." Yet the time came, at length, when the proper
weapons were discovered for a successful struggle against this
Pantheistic scheme. It may now be said, with truth, that the
system of Hegel has disproved that of Spinoza.
We can distingwsh six different philosophical systems, which
are adopted by di1ferent classes of men at the present day.
First, the views of Kant still prevail among our elder philoso.
phers. They prevail in part, however, with those modifications
which. they began to receive from Krug, and by which they have
lost much of their original spirit and nerve. According to this system, our reason must inquire at first, whether it be competent to
ascertain the infinite truth. It soon perceives that its progress is
impeded by express contradictions. The existence of God, therefore, the freedom of the will, and the immortality of the soul,
must be regarded BB postulates, (for insurmountable difficulties
are supposed to lie in the way of proving them by argument).
The system of Kant, thus modified, confines its interest almost
exclusively, to investigations in morals.
Secondly, some philosophers adopt those modifications of the
Kantian system, which have been proposed by Fries. He bas
given especial importance to a class of our spiritual operations,
which have·been altogether neglected in the structure of the Kanti·
an pbilosllphy. The feelings ~e made prominent in his system. He
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denies that we can have a speculative knowledge of diviDe things,
but contends that we may have a faith in them by means of
feeling, by the instinctive presentiments and longiDgs of our nature. Between knowledge and feeling there exists, as he supposes, a contradiction which cannot be reconciled. De Wetta
adopts this modification of the Kantian scheme.
Thirdly, a class of our philosophers adopt the system of Kant.
as it has been modified by Herbart. This scheme resigns, like the
preceding, all pretensions to a knowledge of God. The reason
may perceive that a God exists, but cannot determine what is his
character. The term .. God" is, however, nothing more than a
name, if it do not suggest the attributes which are united in the
object of that term. Herbart deserves high praise for his originality in unfolding the method of philosophical study in its various
departments.
}'ourthly, another class of philosophers adopt the system of
.Jacobi. He WIOte in opposition to Wolf and Kant. He contended,
that the demonstration of truths relating to God. is impossible;
that the ground of a demonstration must be higher than that
which is demonstlated, and therefore if the existence of God
could be proved in this manner, the ground of his existence muet
be higher than he himself is. Consequently, the reason must believe, immediately and intuitively, in the truths which relate to
things above the world, just as the und8l8tanding believes in the
existence of an external universe.
Fifthly, Schelling's theories are adopted by some of our contempomries. There is It very great difference between his present
Iystem, and that which he formerly advocated. When he first
came upon the stage, he advanced the theory, that mind and Dature are identical; that nature is oo1y a different mode of expressing the same thing which mind expresses; that the laws of the
spirit are reflected from nature; that both nature and mind proceed from the same original ground, and have their unity in that
from which they alike emanate. This original ground is called the
absolute identity, or (simply) the absolute, or the incillference.
Therefore is Schelling'S philosophy, in its first shape, called the
Identity-system. It is Pantheism. But in 1809 he changed the
form of his system, and issued his treatise on human liberty. He
endeavors, in this treatise, to free himself from the Pantheistic
scheme, and displays It great degree of ingeBuity in his atmggle
for deliverance.
Sixthly, the system of Hegel C9ntinues to have a large num-
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ber of adherents. When this philosopher began to publish his pecoliar views, they promised to be entirely accordant with ChristieDity. The principlee of the christian religion, as they exist in
the feelings, were recognized as true, but mised to the rank of
ideas, true knowledge. GOschel published at that time a work in
aid of the Hegelian philosophy. It was entitled, IIAphorisms on not
knowing and OIl knowing absolutely" (Aph. iiber Nichtwiss. und
abaolut. Wise.), 1829. Hegel himself expressed· his approbation of
G08chel's principles and statements.
But the christian attitude of the philosophy bas been changed,
since the death of its author, and especially since the publication8
of Strauss. This last-named writer has explicitly shown that Hegel combined differing elements in his philosophy of religion,
some of them purely Pantheistic, and some positively Christian,
and that the main tendency of his system is to Pantheism. See
the 3d vol. of Strauss's Controversial Writings (Streitschriften).
That mode of interpreting the Hegelian propositions, which was
adopted by Strauss, has become the chamcteristic of a new philosophical party. It is a party who regard themselves as followers
of Hegel, and are called Hegelians of the left wing, left side.
Those of the right wing, the conservative side, are constantly declining in numbers, and the intermediate party, the "centrum,"
88 Strauss denominates them, of whom Bosencranz is a representative, have been approximating more and more to the left
Bide.!
I TheE deaignation., right and len side, right and len wing, are derived
nom aimilar designationa in the French Chamber of DeputilOa and other halls of
legialation, whlOre the party for the uiating administration of government occopy the right .ide of the hall, and the party againat the admiAistration occupy
the len. The right wing of the Hegeliana are, at present, superior to the len in
point of lUte, refinement, and genlOral character; but are inferior in point of
acumen and exact discrimination. The representatives of the right side are
Go.chel, MarhlOinecke, Gabel, Heinrichs and others. Daub was the ableat of
all the right-hand Hegelian., and hiB worb uhibit a great degree of acuteneBB
.. well as learning. In the early part of his life he advocated Kant's syBtem;
when Fiehte appl'ared, be changed hiB Kantian for the Fichtean views; the
writings of Schelling converted him from the philosophy of Fichte to that of the
new theori.t; and aAerwardl, when HlO(l'1 had introduced a newer aystem, he left
the IIChool of Schelling and bl'came an Hegelian. Thul hlO kept pace with the
progrea of hiB age; but he died before the len wing of tbe Hegeliana had ad.
vanced thlOir still more progressive theories. The representatives ot" the left
aide are, Strau.., Michelet, Gans, FeulOrbach, Rage, editor or the celebrated
DeatllCher Jahrbacher, Bruno Baur, formerly priflat-dotent in the univenity of
Bonn, bat deposed from his office in consequence of the irreligious tendency of
hilspecalatioD.l. Vatke, alao, who has been recenUy lOngaged in a controversy
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The following are some of the principles, which are adopted by
Strauss: God and man are spirit; consequently there must exist
a oneness between God and man. God is not the infinite, who
keeps himself high above the finite, as a distinct existence, but
his own personal being is merged into the universal. The divjne
Dature empties itself into the whole system of things. The logical
categories are merged into Dature end the human spirit. They
exist in Dature as l'eBlly as in man, but are not attended with selfconsciousness. They exist in man not only in themselves but also
for themselves, and are accompanied with a consciousness of
their existence. Deity, therefore, attains to the knowledge
himself first in the human soul. Man thus becomes the infinite.
as the infinite is merged into human nature. When the man has
a deep insight into the infinite, then only does he become a true
soul. God has no real existence, if he be regarded as a distinct
being cut off from finite natures, and posseSBing an independent
personality. He has a real existence, when be is regarded as
having emptied himself into nature and man; (the infinite becoming thus mtaUs.serl into the finite). In agreement with these
principles, religion consists in the consciousness of the identity
between God and man. It includes the various degrees, in which
man has attained a knowledge of God, and in which, therefore.
God has become conscious of bimself.l The gnmd duty of man
is to advance into the infinite. The true life of an individual is
only in his relations to other beings, (or in his forming an integral
part of the history of his race). Whenever a man rightly understands the glory of this world, he will lose his interest in the prospect of existence in another world. The soul's immortality will be

of

witb Julius Maller on the nature ohin, may be considered u belonging to this
IChooI. Strau.., who w.. appointed Profeuor at Zurich, bllt whOR appoiDtment wu so unpopular u to cauae a deadly riot among the citizens, wu induced to forego the active dutiea of hia l,rofesaonhip by an offer of a pension
of a thousand franca per year, to be continued during life. Considering
himaelf to have annihilated theology as a distinct lCiencc, he now devotea hi.
attention to the various brunche.. of natural pbiloaophy, this being the only di·
vine philoaopby, u nature, including man, i. the only God. He haa married
an opera dancer, and resides, aa a retired gentleman and student, in t1Je neighborhood of Stuttgard. He is doubtleu a man of remarkable powerl of mind, and
his style of writing is considered a model for a German ICholar.-Ta.
lOne of the favorite and standard expreuioDB of Hegel, by which he would
communicate hi. viewa of the divine nature, is this: .. the consciouaneu which
man hu of him..lfis the conlCiouaneB8 which God hu of himself;" i. e. God
i. a conlCious being only in the human soul, u it take. knowledge of il8PIC.
Man'. consciouaDeu of himaelf. is thua hi. cODICiouaneu of God; and God'.
luaowledge or man is nothiDl but man'a self-CODICi~D.~••-Ta.
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to him an antiqu&ted doctrine. Christ is that individual of our:race,
who first obtained a clear perception of the truth, that man is nothing more nor less than a God, who has been di1fused into the
nniveJSe, and emptied of his individuality. It was through Christ,
that the knowledge of this identity between God and human nature was first attained by man.
The most powerful opponents of the Hegelian system are those,
who were originally educated in the school of its founder, but have
more recently adopted the new system of Schelling. Such are
Fichte, (SOD of the eminent philosopher of that name), Weisse,
Fischer. Schaller, in his Philosophy of our Times (Phil. unserer
Zeit), has defended Hegelism against the attacks made by the
three above-named philosophers, and has endeavored to prove
that Hegelism is not Pantheistic. It must in truth be confessed,
that notwithstanding the Hegelian system comes in the most decided con1lict with Christianity, when the system is pursued to its
legitimate consequences, still its forms of thought are none the
leas fruitful of speculative truth, and we may do essential service
to the scheme of christian theology by a profound and successful
atndy of the Hegelian categories) Daub has applied the system
to theology with this view of its usefulnea. So likewise has
G08Chel in his work on .. God, Man, and the God-man, {von Gott,
clem .Menschen nod dem Gottmenschen),1838.
In pursuing a course of philosophical study, it is advisable to
begin with the history of philosophy, and to learn the principles
of truth from the account of the mode in which they were developed. Three advantages result from this historical view.
FiJBt, the science of theology demands an acQllaintance with the
most important plillosophical systems, in the order of their development. Secondly, the best philosophical discipline is found
in an investigation of the methods in which one system is evolved
from another. Thirdly, the historical view furnishes illustrations
of the fact, that every system of philosophy is in a peculiar harmony with the time in which it was produced, takes its form from
I It i. very frequently admitted by tbe German opponenta of the Herlian
phillMOphy, that it is an unrivalled .ystem of mental gymnutica; and it i.
tberelbre often lItadied, u the mathematical sciences, chiefty for the diacipline
it aIFonls. That theologian of Germany, who i. perhaps more decidedly BYel'88
to HegeliBDl thul Schelling even; he "h_ worb &Ie regarded, in Great
Britain lind the United State., u Inore strictly orthodox than thOR orany other
writer in that land, hu declared that "the philOBOphy of Hegel, (when viewed
independently of its truth or falsehood), is the most profound and complete .ystem, which
ever formed by an uninlpired writer !"-Til.
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the peculiar relations of its author. and also that no one system
can demand our implicit subjection to it.
The following works are to be recommended, for the study of
this species of history: R Ritter's History of the Ancient Philosophy (Gesch. der vorohrist. Phil. 6 L.), Hegel's Hist. Phil.
(Gesch. der Phil. 3 B). RUmer's Hist. Phil. (Geschichte der Phil.
3 B). Schluter's System of Spinoza (das Sys. des Spin.). 1836.
Erdmann's Hist. of Philosophy from the Times of Des cartes to
the present, in 2 parts.
If one wishes to investigate a particular system of philosophy.
he may with great advantage direct his attention to the two modem schemes. in which the opposition of our contemporary philosophers to each other is most conspicllolls. These are the scheme
of Jacobi and that of Hegel. The former proceeds from the principle, that every consistent system of philosophy, which rellts on
a series of arguments, must be Pantheism, and that therefore the
christian philosophy demands nothing more than the faith of the
re&8Ol). The latter scheme. that of Hegel, promises to give man
an adequate knowledge of the tmth, and to provide an immovable
foundation for the religious faith. It considers feeling and faith
as the subordinate gradations of an uneducated christian. The
treatise on the .. Things pertaining to God and their Revelation"
(von der gattl. Dingen und ihrer Offen.). is of especial importance
for acquiring a knowledge of Jacobi's views. The study of Hegel's system may be properly commenced with his Philosophy of
the World; then, his Philosophy of History may be taken up;
next, his History of Philosophy; afterward, his Phenomenology,
with the commentary of Gabler; then, hill Introduction to Philosophy; and, finally, his Logic. He who studie., Hegel's works
should also peruse, in connection with them, such books as are
devoted to the criticism of the Hegelian scheme. These are, the
writings of the younger Fichte, and of Weisse, also Fichte's Philosophical Journal. To the theologian the work of Domer is particularly serviceable, on the History of tbe Development of the D0ctrine of Christ's Personality, from the earliest to the latest Times,
Stuttgard, 1839. (Entwick. der Lehre von der Per. Christi). This
work shows, with great discrimination and freedom from party
spirit, what is worthy of approval, and what of censure, in the Hegelian views of God, the Trinity, the relation of God to the world,
etc., in so far as these views have reference to the doctrine concerning the person of Christ. The same work, also, acquaints us
with the great discrepancy which exists among the disciples of
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Hegel, in their treatment of the doctrines of theology. The work
is fundamental in its inVestigatiODs, and is at the same time clear
and intelligible.

f 13. EtAical Pkilo&ophy.
The study of the philosophy of morals is an aid to the study of
christian morality, in two respects. First, it educates the mind to
think systematically on moral subjects; and secondly it unfolds
the great difference between the ethic:ial spirit of the schools hefore Christ and those after him. It is very useful to the theologian to know this difference. Many sects of philosophers before
the christian era justified certain crimes. The Cyrenaic school
defended lasciviousness. The Stoics defended suicide and unnatural sensuality. Even the noblest of the ancient moral systems,
that of Plato, is distinguished in a striking manner, and a manner
discreditable to itself, from the ethics which Christianity has sanctioned. Plato has exhibited, in his imaginary State, what he regarded as the true moral ideal of our race. He abolishes, in this
State, the institution of marriage, the family circle, allows a community of wives, requires that the children be educated by the
public, bestows the dignity of freemen only on philosophers, and
places the unpbilo80phical in the rank of beings destitute of will.
He sanctions many other immoral usages. See Baur's Socrates
and Christ, or the Christian Element in Plato. 1837. (das Christl.
im Plato); Ackermann's Christian Element in the Platonic Philosophy, 1831> (das Christl. in der Platonisch. Phil.).

f 14. Scienc61 autri1iary to B:istoricoJ Tkeologg.
The first of these auxiliary studies is that of secular history.
The theologian cannot understand the history of the church, without previously understanding that of the world; for the threads
of the one are closely interwoven with those of the other. The
divine must, therefore, acquaint himself with those periods and
those personages, which are described by the accomplished secular historian, and which have exerted an influence over the destinies of the church. He must study, therefore, many such works as
the following: Robertson's Life of Charles the Fifth; Neander's
Life of the Emperor Julian; Baumer's Account of the Emperor
Frederic the Second, in his Hohenstaufen, etc.
The history of the world has also a religious importance in it-
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self, apart from its references to the history of the chnrch. It is
very instructive to the theologian, as it illustrates the government
of God, and also the nature of man. It is indeed trlle, that the
first glance at secular history may shake our faith in the divine
administration, because vice tritunphs so often and virtue is overpowered. Our faith, however, may remain firm, if we view the
prosperity of crime in the light presented by Walter Scott, where
he introduces his acconnt of the continued successes of the French
Atheists in the preceding centnry, with these words: "How exceedingly small is the good which consists in the splendor and the
triumphs of dominion, since we see that Providence awams this
splendor and these trinmphs to men who are 80 undeaerving."
Notwithstanding all the prosperity of wickedness, it is still true
that man has never lost his faith in that divine justice which will
recompense the guilty. That justice, however, has been more
easily discoverable in the great affairs of the world, and in the
complete series of events, than in particular insulated occurrences.
The voice of ancient history speaks nobly of Nemesis, as a Pawer which subdues the presumptuous spirit of man. It says to us
that the very nature of presumption is, to rtlsh onward blindly and
hasten its own rnin; that vice condemns and plmishes itself;
compare Herodotus IX. 16. I. 207. Herder's Adrastea, etc. See
also Plutarch, De Sera Numinis Vindicta. Even a Gt-ecian historian, Diodoms Siculus, applies to the writer of history the noble
predicate, 'T"",,!!,,,,!: 'r~!: "qIJ"O,ft,!:.
A knowledge of human nature, it has been said, may be derived from history; particularly may it be drawn from ,the accolmts of the race in their more degenerate state; as from the
narratives of Tacitus, the details of the French Revolution, etc.
The great object of the hiatorian should be, to describe the character of men with reference to the ultimate object of their existence.
What is the grand design of all human developments? As
Christians we can only answer, that men should be trained for
the kingdom of God; they should be educated 80 as to correspond with that true ideal of a man, which is exhibited in Christ
and made actual in his kingdom. The philosophy of the world's
history, as it is ordinarily written, althongh it pretends to consider man in his relations to the ultimate design of his being, speaks
only of his civilization and refinement. It does not penetrate
deep enough to show, that man becomes OO11y refined by means
only of the christian religion. The most celebrated works on
this subject are Herder's Ideas on the Philosophy of the His-
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tory of man, (ldeen fUr der Geach, der Mensch.), andFred. Scblegers Philosophy of History, (Phil. del. Geacb.) 1829, in two pans.
The WOJ'k. of Herder is uneommonly spirited and exciting; but
John MiiDer says of it, not inaptly, "I find in this book evtJl'f
thing except Christ, and what is the history of the world without
Christ?" In this regard Scblegel is more satisfactory than Herder, but he refers everything, not so much to Christianity as to
Boman Ca.tbolieism. Leo bas writteo. his Universal HistolJ with
a felt re_nee to the christian. state, as the ultimate good tD
which our race can aspire. His work bears the appropriate mot·
to, Acts 17: 26, 27. In this passage are contained the truths,
first that the kingdom of God is the proper object for which man
should strive, since it is in tllls kingdom that the divine character
is fully manifested; &Ad secondly, that God in statioaiDg mea in
dift"erent parts of the earth, and at different periods of time, bas
iatended to prepare them step by step, for the tnle religion. Leo
has shown in his history, that duriDg the ages preceding the advent of Christ, the way bad been preparing for the· introduction
of the kingdom of God., as it is portrayed in the New Testament.
TheI& preparative Pr0ce88es were in put negative, for mea bad
.-alted nature, or art, or the State, into the chief object of their
existence, and bad thus precluded the poss1oility of a true and
perfect development of their capabilities. These preparatory
pzocesaes were also in part poai1ive; for Judaism had previously
given the first outlines, and the symbolical representations o£
christian truths and oldinancea.
[The FInt Put of'dIe Zae,."lopudia ,,0\ be caadaded ,,1tJI tbree _
oeedOla., ODe _
tile 8cleaC8 of'WrlliDliUIIDry, ODe GID Aalluopolol)', ad ODe GID Jlhetorle.-T..

ARTICLE IX.
NOTBS ON BmLICAL GBOGllAPBY.

L EuU'l'DROPOLII.
TIm evidence on which I W.I led to approve aDd maintain the identity or this metropolitan city with the ancient Betopbra, DOW Beit Jibltn,
.. fW1y detailed in the aecond volume of the Biblical Reaearchea in Paleatine. The ancient importance of this city led Euaebiua aDd .Jerome
to make it the cenlral point in Southern Palestine, by which to mark the
VOL.
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